I just wanted to write a short note to the management chain praising the work of Brad and his regional team - Kyle, David and Jim; and praising the work of our central office wetland team -Cami, Pat, and Pam.

I want everyone to be aware of the time, commitment, and effort these staff put in to create, quite frankly, a remarkable product in the time given. These staff had to process and assimilate a lot of new information on Tuesday morning related to the permit timeline and expectation for the meteor timber project that was different that the information they had been operating under no less than 48 hours earlier related to these topics.

For these staff to set aside the questions, uncertainty, and confusion stemming from the new information and cope with the stress and expectation of delivering high performance resulting in not one but two heavily complicated permits written in 48 hours is an achievement that I don't think can be equaled and that achievement should be properly recognized as such.

Thanks!
~M

Chief, Waterway & Wetland Protection